
Compact 200

Operators instructions

- Dig a hole in the ground 450x380x200mm minimum depth. (fig 2)
- Put in the box (A) and level it accurately.
- Align accurately the axis of the box shaft (B) with the axis of the hinge of the leaf (FIG.5)
- after having provided the exit for cables and drainage pipe (FIG.1), fill the space between the hole and the box Concrete (R425)  
and wait for it to go off.
- Weld the shaft (B) (Fig.3) on the gate (using a U-Shaped gate shoe NOT INCLUDED), paying attention that during this operation 
the shaft (B) is placed in the middle of the stroke, between the two stops (L) and the leaf itself is also in the middle of its stroke.
- Put motor into manual and turn the gear (M) by hand to middle of travel. Put the unit into the box and check its movement. Adjust 
the stroke by using the two screws (N).Fix the unit in the box by using the special lock nuts. Lock the operators .Electronic 
breaking is available on the control panel.
- Wire as in Fig.6
-Assemble the protection box (O) around the gears to protect against finger traps , the box cover (F) , the protecting bush (G) and the two 
releasing caps (H and I like in Fig.4)

EXTERNAL

INTERNAL

“U”

-  Manual Release Method
Extract the releasing cap (H)
Use Key (D) Turn Anticlockwise to engage Manual release,            
to re-engage automatic reverse the process
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LEAF INSTALLATION LAYOUT



Thermal cut off

Voltage 

Risk Examination - 
The points indicated by arrows are 
potentially dangerous. the installer must 
make a through risk examination to 
prevent crushing, conveying, cutting, 
grappling, trapping, so as to guarantee 
a safe installation for people, objects 
and animals (Ref - Laws in force in the 
country where installation has been 
carried out).
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